
 

Local Economic Development in Kosovo: Contributing to State Building 

Implementing partners: Norwegian Association of Local and Regional Authorities (KS) and Association of Kosovo 

Municipalities (AKM) 

Reasons, goals and methods 

Shortage of employment continues to threaten the stability of one of Europe’s youngest states. KS has therefore 

through a string of Norwegian Government grants over a decade supported Kosovo’s local governments in local 

economic development and employment creation.  Local economic development has been and is a recognized 

local government task in Kosovo. Through help with setting up municipal business advisory services in 8 

municipalities, in training potential business leaders in business planning, as well as providing credit for business 

startups, business consolidation and business growth, KS has made a considerable contribution to employment, 

livelihood, socio-economic development and stability in Kosovo. 

Kosovo was heavily affected by the disintegration of Yugoslavia in the 1990-ties and declared independence from 

Serbia in 2008. Although recognized by many countries, Kosovo is still bared from taking up its position as a full 

sovereign member of the international community. The process leading to statehood was marked by humanitarian 

distress and lack of national institutions. KS’ intervention was therefore during early years self-implemented 

through a KS branch office in Pristina. This office was later turned into an independent Kosovo civil society actor 

which now has a contractual relationship with KS for project implementation. 

Cooperation and Alignment 

As Kosovo develops its national institutions it will be necessary to reassess ownership and implementation 

structures for KS support to Kosovo. The Association of Kosovo Municipalities (AKM) has like government 

ministries now been brought into closer contact with the local business development project through membership 

in the projects Steering Committee and through chairing a Local Economic Development working group. It is 

hoped that continued KS support to Kosovo municipalities can in the future be channelled through AKM. 

Project Outcomes and Lessons Learned 

The transition from programmes contributing to humanitarian relief towards capacity building initiatives has 

accentuated the need to identify clear ownership and “natural” partnerships. As institutions are built and starts to 

function in a “normal” way issues of sustainability becomes more important and stakeholders’ charts need to be 

redrawn. Kosovo is exciting this transition stage and KS sees a future as a partner in honing capacities in 

Kosovo’s local governments jointly with their association. 

The project has been supported by the Norwegian Association of Local and Regional Authorities (KS). Contact 
information: KS: http://www.ks.no/tema/Om-KS/KS-in-English/, KS: Bjoern Rongevaer: Bjorn.Rongevaer@ks.no  
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